EIGHTH GRADE
School Supply List

Water Bottle (Everyday!)

SEVEN sturdy 3-ring binders:
SIX 1” wide (ONE each in Blue; Red; Green; Black; and TWO White)
ONE 2” wide in White

THREE Hard covered, college ruled Marble Composition Books
(for ELA, Spanish, and Health & Wellness)

ONE Blue writer’s notebook (can be a composition book or spiral bound)

ONE 80 page (minimum) hardcover ruled journal notebook, NOT spiral bound (for Science)

ONE pocket folder (for Spanish)

FIVE 3-hole subject dividers (usually comes as a pack of 5)

SEVEN 3-hole zippered pencil and pen zipper pouches for each of your binders

Loose leaf white lined (college rule) hole punched paper for binders
and a refill supply at home

Erasable black or blue ballpoint pens

Pens or mechanical pencils for ELA

Large supply of pencils with erasers

Small set of colored pencils

4 x 6 multi-colored index cards for Social Studies

ONE highlighter - Yellow or Pink

Athletic shoes/sneakers for Phys Ed days

Assignment Notebook